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Objective: To see which angle of attack generates the most lift? 10 dergrees, 20 degrees, 30 degrees, or 40
degrees?

Method: First I built four different size airfoils. I atached each airfoil to a fixture that I built, which had the
ability to hold the airfoil up in different degrees. I attached the fixture onto a metric scale. I glued thick
constuction paper around the circumfrence of a fan. This created a wind tunnel. I set the metric scale and fixture
in front of the wind tunnel. I set the airfoils in the degrees I wanted then turned on the fan. The degree that
created the most lift from the metric scale was the angle of attack that generated the most Lift. Each airfiol went
through the same process. The average from the four airfoils was the angle of attack that generated the most lift.

Result: The angle of attack that generates most lift is 30 degrees.

Conclusion: The metric scale showed that at the angle of 30 degrees it produced the most lift. It was the degree
in which the airfoil lifted up from the metric scale the most. In other words it weighed less when the wind tunnel
was on.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

My project is used to find out which angle of attack generates the most lift.
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